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Additional information: The report was submitted in English and French. Both versions are included in this document.

REQUESTED ACTION
Circulated to P- and O-members, and to technical committees and organizations in liaison for:

☒ information
☐ discussion at
  [venue/date of meeting]

☐ comments by
  [date]

☐ voting (P-members only by:

  [date]

P-members of the technical committee or subcommittee concerned have an obligation to vote.
In conformity with the Standard ISO 4, the ISSN International Centre is responsible for the maintenance of the “List of title words abbreviations. Titles of serials and other continuing resources”.

This list includes 55,650 words and their abbreviations in more than 70 languages, and it is updated continuously thanks to the computer system of the International Centre.

The list is available via the ISSN Portal (http://portal.issn.org) and on the ISSN Web site (http://www.issn.org).
RAPPORT À LA 36ème REUNION PLENIERE DE L'ISO/TC 46

Jeju, 14 mai 2010

En application de la norme ISO, le Centre international de l'ISSN continue d'assurer la maintenance de la « Liste d'abréviations de mots de titres. Titres de publications en série et autres ressources en continuité ».

Cette liste comprend 55 650 mots et leurs abréviations dans plus de 70 langues, elle est mise à jour en continu grâce au système informatique du Centre international.

La Liste est accessible à partir du Portail de l'ISSN (http://portal.issn.org), et sur le site Web de l'ISSN (http://www.issn.org).